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Abstract—Plasma cell negative regulation mechanism is taken
to construct an artificial immune system by complex system
modeling, which is to complete immune theories of existing
artificial immune systems. The system consists of immune cell
agents such as B cell agents, T cell agents, memory B cell
agents, and plasma cell agents and molecular agents such as
antigen agents and antibody agents who can interact with each
other to simulate adaptive immune responses. Moreover, T cell
agents can be killed through being bound by plasma cell agents
specifically, which is to simulate the process of the plasma cell
negative regulation. Experimental results show that not only
adaptive immune responses can be simulated by the system,
but also the efficiency of primary immune responses can be
improved under the effect of that mechanism.
Keywords-plasma cells; adaptive immune theories; artificial
immune system; complex sytem modeling

I.

INTRODUCTION

Artificial immune systems (AIS) based on complex
system modeling (CSM) [1, 2, 3, 4] can help us understand
behaviors of immune cells and molecular and validate
immune theories. Firstly, experimental processes simulated
by AIS can be observed and monitored conveniently. On the
contrary, experiments on animals consume large amounts of
financial and material resources, and it’s impossible to
perform systematic tests in humans. Secondly, new immune
theories can be integrated easily into AIS to test its
effectiveness. However, there are only three immune theories
namely, clonal selection, negative selection, and idiotypic
immune network in present AIS. We adopt the plasma cell
negative regulation mechanism (PCNRM) to complete
immune theories of the present AIS in order to achieve more
realistic simulations of immune responses.
In 2010, Pelletier [5] present the plasma negative
regulation mechanism. Plasma cells not only compound,
store, and secrete a large number of antibodies with high
affinities to kill antigens, but also bind Th cells to suppress
the diversity of the population of Th cells, which is to
improve the efficiency of adaptive immune responses.
Therefore, we integrate the mechanism into the existing AIS
to construct a new artificial immune system, which is to
realize the more accurate simulation of the immune
responses and theories.
The system is constructed by CSM, where immune cells
and molecular are built as independent agents. These agents
consist of cell agents (B cell agents, T cell agents, plasma

cell agents, memory B cell agents, and self cell agents) and
molecular agents (antigen agents and antibody agents) whom
are built through simulating receptors, behaviors, and states
of cells and molecular involved in adaptive immune
responses. Immune theories simulated in the system include
negative selection, clonal selection, idiotypic immune
network, and PCNRM. Experimental results show that not
only adaptive immune responses can be simulated by the
system, but also PCNRM can be used to improve the
efficiency of primary immune responses actually.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
section two, we summarize researches of immune theories
and AIS. An artificial immune system based on PCNRM is
constructed in detail in section three. In section four,
experimental results are shown and analyzed. Finally, we
outline conclusions.
II.

RELATED WORK

An overview of immune theories and AIS is given in this
section. Immune theories include negative selection (NS)
theory, idiotypic immune network (IIN) theory, and clonal
selection (CS) theory. NS theory refers to that T cells bound
by self cells with high affinities are eliminated so as to
protect bodies from attracting by T cells [6, 7], and people
construct negative selection algorithms based on NS theory
to solve problems such as the partition of software and
hardware in embedded systems [8], aircraft fault detection
[9], and motor abnormal detection [10]. Jerne presented IIN
theory indicating that B cells or antibodies can form a
network by stimulus and suppression so as to realize the
function of immunological memory [11], and IIN algorithms
can be applied to clustering, data visualization, and
automatic control [12]. CS theory refers to that B cells
stimulated by antigens and T cells specifically can mutate to
generate new B cells with higher affinities that can
differentiate memory B cells and plasma cells, where plasma
cells can secret antibodies to kill antigens [13]. Algorithms
based on CS theory can be applied to function optimization
[14], pattern recognition [15], job and project scheduling [16,
17], and TSP [18].
In the respect of AIS, all simulation systems are
constructed based on these theories. In addition, methods to
constructing AIS are based on agents and cellular automata.
The first artificial immune system based on agents and
cellular automata is built by Celada-Seiden to simulate
humoral responses, where the focus is on simulating the

processes of binding antigens in adaptive immune responses.
Then, ImmSim was presented based on probabilistic rules to
reproduce and analyze immunological memory, affinity
maturation, effects of hypermutation, autoimmune responses,
and competitive tolerance [19]. To improve the efficiencies
of simulations, people present C-ImmSim and ParImm [20,
21]. Moreover, Nicolas provided an online C-ImmSim,
where the computation of affinities was improved by Parkerscale affinity estimation [22]. And Touraj Banirostam
presented an artificial immune system based on Capra
Cognitive Framework [23]. These systems can be applied to
simulating interactions among cells and molecular in the
process of HIV [24], cancer [25], and virus infection [26].
And Rapin N combined machine learning methods with
artificial immune systems to realize prediction of
communications between immune agents [27]. On the other
hand, Virginia adopted a multi-agent artificial immune
system to analyze communications in the complex immune
network [28]. However, these systems usually contain three
immune theories mentioned above. We construct an artificial
immune system based on PCNRM to complete immune
theories.
III.

ARTIFICIAL IMMUNE SYSTEM MODELING

The system consists of key elements (B cell agents,
memory B cell agents, plasma cell agents, antigen agents,
and antibody agents) and auxiliary elements (T cell agents
and self cell agents), where system flows are realized by
interactions between elements.
A. System Flows
System flows are shown in Fig. 1.

And N denotes the threshold of times of injecting antigen
agents, and T denotes the threshold of times of running.
There are six steps in these flows: (1) Initializing. When the
system is initialized, receptors and numbers of B cell agents,
T cell agents, and self cell agents are initialized. And, under
the effect of the NS theory, T cell agents bound to self cell
agents with high affinities are selected to be removed.
Meanwhile, parameters of the system such as the mutation
possibility threshold and numbers of agents are initialized; (2)
Injecting antigen agents. Antigen agents are injected into the
system; (3) Interaction. Interactions between agents are
realized under theories such as CS, IIN, and PCNRM; (4)
Removing antigen agents. Antigen agents killed by antibody
agents or B cell agents are removed from the system in the
process of removing antigen agents; (5) Mutation, selecting,
and cloning. B cell agents bound to antigen agents can
mutate with high possibilities to generate new B cell agents
with higher affinities. And these new B cell agents are
selected to clone and differentiate memory B cell agents and
plasma cell agents; (6) Secreting antibody agents. These
plasma cell agents secret antibody agents to kill antigen
agents specifically. If all antigen agents are not killed and the
time of running is less than the threshold T, then repeat (3) to
(6). If all antigen agents are killed and the time of injecting
antigen agents is less than the threshold N, then repeat (2) to
(6). If the time of running is more than the threshold T, or the
time of injecting antigen agents is more than the threshold N,
then the running of the system flows is terminated. These
flows are run based on immune agents as follows.
B. Immune agents
Immune agents are composed of immune cell agents
including B cell agents, T cell agents, self cell agents,
memory B cell agents, plasma cell agents, and immune
molecular agents including antigen agents and antibody
agents.
The B cell agent is constructed by simulating receptors,
states, and behaviors of B cells, and the state transaction is
realized through running behaviors selected according to the
current state. Receptors of B cell agents are constructed as
shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Receptors of B cell agents

Figure 1. System flows

where i denotes times of injecting antigen agents into the
system, and t denotes times of running the system flows.

The agents have two receptors namely Major
Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) II paratope and
antibody receptor. The paratope can be bound to receptors of
T cell agents specifically, while the antibody receptor can be
bound to receptors of antigen agents. These two receptors are
constructed by generating binary strings randomly. Affinity
can be used to measure the matching degree between
receptors. When matching receptors, it assumes that the

higher the bit in the receptor is, the larger the weight is. The
matching degree is calculated as equation (1).
M
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where α is the matched factor. ai denotes whether the ith

Fmatch = (1 + α ) × ∑

bit is matched or not. If the ith bit is matched, the value of
ai is set 1, otherwise 0. M is the length of the receptor. All
lengths of receptors are the same. It assumes that there is the
exponential relationship between the affinity and the
matching degree. The affinity is calculated as equation (2).

Faffinity =

Fmatch × e Fmatch
factor

(2)

where the factor denotes the affinity factor. States of B
cell agents include active, bound, mutated, duplicated, and
anergic states. And the state transaction is constructed based
on the CS theory. Active state is the initial state. Active B
cell agents can move freely and perceive antigen agents.
Their states can become bound when running the matching
behavior that the antibody receptor of B cell agents can be
matched with receptors of antigen agents specifically. Then,
bound B cell agents become mutated by binding receptors of
active T cell agents with the paratope, and they run the
mutating behavior as algorithm 1, where vreceptor denotes
receptors, and mutatePro denotes the threshold of mutation
of receptors.
Algorithm 1 Mutation
Input: vreceptor
Output: v’receptor
Set the value of mutatePro;
for each of bit vreceptor[i]
Generating the random possibility prand;
if prand < mutatePro
v’receptor[i] = 1 - vreceptor[i];
end if
end for
B cell agents with higher affinities will be generated
through the mutating behavior and become duplicated. The
duplicated B cell agents will differentiate memory B cell
agents and plasma cell agents and become active. In addition,
each active B cell agent will become anergic at a certain
probability so that the agents cannot interact with other
agents. On the other hand, the anergic B cell agents will
become active at a certain probability. One of differences
between B cell agents and the rest of immune agents is that
the rest of immune agents only have one receptor.
T cell agents are constructed through simulating
receptors, behaviors, and states of Th cells. Their receptors
can be matched with receptors of plasma cell agents and the
paratope of B cell agents. Their states include active,
duplicated, and dead states. Active T cell agents can move
freely and perceive immune cell agents and molecular agents.
If they perceive B cell agents and the affinities between the
paratope and the receptor of T cell agents are larger than the

affinity threshold, their states become duplicated. The
duplicated T cell agents will clone many T cell agents. On
the other hand, if they perceive plasma cell agents, and the
affinities between their receptors and receptors of plasma cell
agents are larger than the affinity threshold, states of the T
cell agents and plasma cell agents become dead. In addition,
states of active self cell agents and T cell agents will become
dead when they are bound to each other.
As mentioned above, the duplicated B cell agents will
differentiate plasma cell agents and memory B cell agents.
Plasma cell agents’ receptors can be matched with receptors
of T cell agents. States include active and dead states. Active
plasma cell agents encounter active T cell agents, and if the
affinity between receptors is larger than the affinity threshold,
the state of plasma cell agents and T cell agents are set dead
to suppress the population of T cell agents, which is to
simulate the process of the plasma cell negative regulation.
And plasma cell agents can secrete antibody agents to kill
antigen agents. Memory B cell agents’ receptors can be
matched with receptors of antigen agents. And if the affinity
of receptors is larger than the affinity threshold, memory B
cell agents differentiate plasma cell agents that can secrete
antibody agents to kill antigen agents and become dead.
Immune molecular agents include antigen agents and
antibody agents. Active antigen agents can be bound to B
cell agents, memory B cell agents, or antibody agents to
become dead. Active antibody agents can be bound to B cell
agents under the effect of IIN theory, or antigen agents to
become dead. Simulations of immune responses are realized
by interactions between immune agents. In next section, we
introduce and analyze experimental results.
IV.

EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

Experiments contain two parts. In the first part, through
simulation experiments, we check whether the system can be
used to simulate adaptive immune responses or not, where
the same number of antigen agents is injected into the system
twice for simulating the primary response and the second
response respectively. In the second part, through comparing
the system with the artificial immune system that does not
contain the PCNRM, we check whether efficiencies of
adaptive immune responses can be improved or not.
A. Simulation results of adaptive immune responses
Main parameters of the system are initialized as TABLE
I.
TABLE I.

SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Name of parameters
Number of B cell agents
Number of T cell agents
Number of antigen agents
Receptor of antigen agents
Threshold of times of
running
Min-match bit
Length of receptors

Values
130000
390000
1000
41
10000
17
22

where the Min-match bit denotes the minimum number
of bits of matching receptors. Experimental results are
shown in Fig. 3, where x-axis denotes times of running, and
y-axis denotes numbers of antigen agents.

The smaller the length of receptors is, the higher the
efficiency of immune responses is. But when the length of
receptors is larger than a threshold, the efficiency is
increased suddenly. For example, when the length of
receptors is 26, the efficiency is the highest. From the Fig. 4
and Fig. 5, we find that simulation results are sensitive to
parameter values of the system. In addition, through
comparison experiments, we check whether efficiencies of
adaptive immune responses can be improved under the
effect of PCNRM.
B. Results of comparison experiments
The system parameters are set as TABLE II.
TABLE II.

Figure 3. Number changes of antigen agents in adaptive immune
responses

The reduced speed of numbers of antigen agents in the
second response is much faster than that in the primary
response because in the second response there are a large
quantity of antibody agents secreted by plasma cell agents to
kill antigen agents, while in the primary response there are
only B cell agents and a small quantity of antibody agents,
which reflects the main property of adaptive immune
responses.
In addition, we compare results conducted with different
values of min-match bit as shown in Fig. 4.

SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Name of parameters
Values
Number of B cell agents
130000
Number of T cell agents
390000
Number of antigen agents
1000
Receptor of antigen agents
41
Threshold of times of
10000
running
Min-match bit
18
Length of receptors
22
The system compared is an artificial immune system that
does not contain the PCNRM, but contains CS theory, IIN
theory, and NS theory. Experimental results are shown in
Fig. 6.

Figure 4. Number changes of antigen agents with different values of minmatch
Figure 6. Results of the comparison experiment

Different values of min-match bit lead to different
efficiencies of immune responses, where the larger the value
of min-bit is, the higher the efficiency is. On the other hand,
we compare results conducted with different lengths of
receptors as shown in Fig. 5.

Times of primary immune responses in our system are
much less than those in the system compared, which means
that the efficiency of primary immune responses can be
improved under the PCNRM
V.

CONLCUSIONS

We present the PCNRM based artificial immune system.
The system is a multi-agent complex system composed of
main immune cell agents and immune molecular agents
involved in adaptive immune responses. Experimental
results show that the system can be used to simulate
adaptive immune responses, and under the effect of
PCNRM, efficiencies of primary immune responses are
improved. But simulation results are sensitive to values of
system parameters. The future work is that we will integrate
Figure 5. Number changes of antigen agents with different lengths of
receptors.

more immune theories into the system such as the danger
theory.
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